







































































































SOLUTIONS TDS
Landscapes 2 Kac Rice 112

Problem5 THE KR METHOD THE COMPLEXITY

III THE KACRICE FORMULA

W ii I cla b r

Using the formulaof change of variablesof 81 I

8 y F H 4,84 FYY
Jacobian

we have it d 81gal 18411 and the

formula is obtained taking the average

Nowwewant tocount thenumber ofpoints 8 E Sn










































































































such that f The E D Since this function
is a vector its derivative has to be replacedby
a matrix the Hessian the modulus is replaced

by the absolute value of the determinant

Therefore the Kac Rice formula counting the
total number of stationary points is

IF q8
8 TELE detPIECE

To countonly those having a given value of
energy density one adds the constraint

SfECE Ne

STATISTICAL ROTATIONAL INVARIANCE

The correlations read ElElECE't N JP

giventwo configurations on the sphere
thecorrelation between the corresponding energies
depends only on the overlap between the configurations

n The overlap 9 8FYN is rotational
invariant and so are the correlations










































































































TheKac Rice formula reads

Nkt fg.DE Pele

The factthat thecorrelations and thus the statistics

of ElEl is rotational invariant implies that pets
does not depend on the particular configuration 8
but it is the same for all 8 We fix one value

forthe vector I ft 1 and get

Nk DE pets petIt Is.DE p Eyed
volumeofsphere

13I GAUSSIAN'ITY 2 CORRELATIONS

Thequantity EIII i.EE Tie ie is a sumof
independent Gaussian variables and thus it is
a gaussian variable with zero mean and

ElID e N

Its distribution is e in termsof EEH

this is TNde eMEIT










































































































aThe vectors THECII are obtained subtracting to
PEE the component parallel to I one remains

with N1 components thatare gaussian with covariances

tE Ep pSaps andwithzero average

The probability density is

PHE t II e 942

which computed atTHE O gives P E

Since IEE is independentof ECI PEEti wehave

IdetPIECE SKEEEl QEII Ne

detPIECEISHII Ne 8 TLEE

detPIECE18 I Ne PTLE O

IdetDIEtillSHE't Ne 27










































































































or Finally theaverage ofthe determinant can bewritten
as a conditional average using thegeneral refation

t.TKTy Jdxdy Pgfygyy
jg
x.Sfy y ffdxPlxlyl x ply

t.TK RftH
Tconditional average

Therefore g

IdetDIEE ISHII Ne detPIECE ECI'tNe PfE Ne

T conditional average

Using thefact that the conditional lawof the
Hessian matrix PIECE is the same as matrices

M pet whereM is symmetric with Gaussian

entries we have thatthis term reduces to

IdetDIEtillSHE't Ne ldetfM.pe e










































































































Combining everything
m

NKT Gte fig e Det M peu

I e logpe Nee'tGgfdetfM.pe tolN

where the averageof the determinant is over the ensemble

of matrices M that are symmetric andhave independent
random entries Map withLep with aussian statistics




